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Abstract—This paper studies the containment control of
multi-agent systems with multiple dynamic leaders in both
the continuous-time domain and the discrete-time domain. The
leaders’ motions are described by the nth-order polynomial tra-
jectories. This setting makes practical sense because given some
critical points, the leaders’ trajectories are usually planned by
the polynomial interpolations. In order to drive all followers into
the convex hull spanned by the leaders, a PIn-type containment
algorithm is proposed (P and I are short for Proportional and
Integral , respectively; In implies that the algorithm includes
up to the nth-order integral terms). It is theoretically proved
that the PIn-type containment algorithm is able to solve the
containment problem of multi-agent systems where the followers
are described by any order integral dynamics. Compared to
the previous results on the multi-agent systems with dynamic
leaders, the distinguished features of this paper are that: (1)
the containment problem is studied not only in the continuous-
time domain but also in the discrete-time domain while most
existing results only work in the continuous-time domain; (2) to
deal with the leaders with the nth-order polynomial trajectories,
existing results require the follower’s dynamics to be the (n+1)th-
order integral while the followers considered in this paper can
be described by any-order integral dynamics; (3) the “sign”
function is not employed in the proposed algorithm, which avoids
the chattering phenomenon; and (4) both the disturbance and
the measurement noise are taken into account. Finally, some
simulation examples are given to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm.
Index Terms—Containment control, multi-agent system, PIn-
type algorithm, polynomial trajectory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the distributed coordinated control of multi-agent
systems (MASs) has become a research focal in the systems
and control community. Roughly speaking, agents in concern
can be divided into two categories: leaders and followers. De-
pending on whether there are leaders in MASs, the coordinated
control problem becomes the consensus problem (leaderless
case) [1]–[3]; the leader-following problem (single leader case)
[4]; and the containment problem (multiple leaders case). This
paper mainly focuses on the containment problem of MASs
because, from one side, the containment problem roots in
some natural phenomena such as the relationship between
sheepdogs and sheep [5] and the relationship between female
silkworm moths and male silkworm moths [6]; from the other
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side, the containment problem has many practical applications
such as the mixed containment-sensing problem [7] and the
coordinated control of a group of mobile robots [8]–[10].
Looking back at the history of the containment problem,
the rapid development started after the publication of [11],
[12]. A leader-based containment control strategy for multiple
unicycle agents was introduced in [11], where the containment
problem was interpreted as a combination of the formation
and agreement control problems. The leaders were convergent
to a desired formation while the followers converged to the
convex hull spanned by the leaders. A similar containment
problem of MASs with single-integrator dynamics was studied
in [13], where consensus-like interaction rules were designed
for the followers while a hybrid “Stop-Go” policy was applied
to the leaders. Since then, a great number of results concerning
the containment control have been reported. According to the
type of the agent’s dynamics, these results can be divided into
four categories: (1) single-integrator dynamics [14]–[16]; (2)
double-integrator dynamics [9], [17]–[23]; (3) general linear
dynamics [24]–[27]; (4) Euler-Lagrange dynamics [28]–[30];
and (5) nonlinear dynamics [31].
In [14], the containment problem of MASs with undirected
switching communication topologies was studied. However, in
practice, the communication link is usually a one-way channel.
For this reason, the containment problem of MASs with di-
rected communication topologies has been widely investigated
recently. In [15], it was shown that the necessary and sufficient
condition for achieving the containment of single-integrator
MASs with a directed topology was that for each follower,
there existed at least one leader that had a directed path to
this follower. This condition was also proved to be necessary
and sufficient for the containment problem of double-integrator
MASs in [18], [19]. Experimental validations on a team of mo-
bile robots were conducted in [9]. The finite-time containment
problem of double-integrator MASs was investigated in [17].
In [20], [21], containment control algorithms were proposed
for double-integrator MASs based on only position measure-
ments. The containment problem of double-integrator MASs
with randomly switching topologies was investigated in [22],
where the switching signal was described by a continuous-time
irreducible Markov chain. It was proved that the containment
problems could be solved if and only if for each follower,
there existed at least one leader which had a directed path to
this follower in the union graph of all possible communication
graphs. Because the communication noise is unavoidable in
practical applications, the noise effect in containment problems
of single-integrator and double-integrator MASs were studied
in [16] and [23], respectively. The results in [24] show that the
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2containment control of general linear MASs can be achieved
by applying a state-feedback algorithm. When the agents’
states were unavailable, output-feedback based containment
control algorithms were proposed for general linear MASs
in [25], [26]. In [27], the communication constraint such
as the non-uniform delay was considered in studying the
containment problem. For Euler-Lagrange MASs with uncer-
tainties, adaptive containment algorithms were proposed based
on sliding-mode estimators and neural networks in [28] and
[29], respectively. Furthermore, the finite-time containment
problem of Euler-Lagrange MASs was studied in [30]. Finally,
in [31], the containment problem of the second-order locally
Lipschitz nonlinear MASs was solved within the framework
of the nonlinear input-to-state stability.
Although great effort has been made to address various
factors in the containment control of MASs, there are still
some limitations in the existing results. Let us first consider
an application scenario shown in Fig. 1. In this application, a
group of mobile robots are required to move across a partially
unknown area through a narrow safe tunnel. There are two
kinds of robots: the master robots and the slave robots. The
master robots are capable of self-navigation, while the slave
robots can only measure the relative positions with its neighbor
robots. This task can be solved by the containment control
strategy:
1) Master robots act as leaders. For each master robot,
design a reference trajectory which is inside the safe
channel. Let each master robot move along its corre-
sponding reference trajectory.
2) Slave robots act as followers. Let all slave robots move
into the area surrounded by master robots and move
together with master robots.
Then the challenge is how to design the reference trajectories
for master robots. For each master robot, we can select a
sequence of suitable reference points inside the safe tunnel.
A polynomial trajectory, which goes through these points, can
be constructed by the polynomial interpolation. The obtained
trajectory is checked whether it is inside the safe tunnel. If
not (caused by the Runge’s phenomenon), we need to re-
select the reference points and construct the new polynomial
trajectory. This process is repeated until the trajectory is within
the safe tunnel. Then the following nth-order polynomial can
be determined
x(t) = a0 + a1t+ · · ·+ antn, (1)
whose trajectory goes through the selected (n + 1) reference
points (a0, · · · , an are coefficients determined by these ref-
erence points). The polynomial trajectory can be used as the
reference trajectory for the master robot.
In [9], [14]–[16], [18]–[23], [28], [30], every leader has the
following single-integrator or double-integrator dynamics:
x˙(t) = u(t) or
{
x˙(t) = v(t)
v˙(t) = u(t)
, (2)
where the control input u(t) is assumed to be bounded or
even zero. Obviously, if the control input of (2) is bounded,
then this controller cannot generate the polynomial trajectory
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Fig. 1. A group of mobile robots travel across a partially unknown area.
defined by (1) with the order n ≥ 3. If the leader has
the nth-order integrator or the n-dimensional linear dynamics
[24]–[26], then the polynomial trajectory can be generated
by properly selecting the parameters in the system matrix of
the leader’s dynamics. However, by doing so, it is required
that all followers have the same dynamics as the leader [24]–
[26]. In reality, the follower’s dynamics has no relationship
with the order of the leader’s polynomial trajectory. In fact,
under the nth-order polynomial trajectories for leaders, how to
solve the containment problem of MASs with single-integrator
followers is not answered yet. In addition, from the controller
design point of view, most containment algorithms include
the non-smooth “sign” function to deal with the dynamic
leaders [9], [15], [20], [21], [28], [30], which would cause
the harmful “chattering” phenomenon. Furthermore, all results
aforementioned above only study the containment problem in
the continuous-time domain. The counterpart results in the
discrete-time domain are not clear.
Inspired by the above observations, this paper investigates
the containment problem of MASs with dynamic leaders
in both the continuous-time domain and the discrete-time
domain. It is assumed that each leader’s motion is described by
a corresponding polynomial trajectory. Every follower is first
assumed to have the single-integrator dynamics. A so-called
PIn-type (P and I are short for Proportional and Integral,
respectively) algorithm is proposed to solve the containment
problem, where In implies that the algorithm includes up-to
the nth-order integral terms. It turns out that the PIn-type
algorithm is able to solve the containment problem if for each
follower, there exists at least one leader which has a directed
path to this follower. Then the obtained results are extended
to the case where the followers are described by the high-
order integral dynamics. In this case, the PIn-type algorithm
is modified as a PIn−mDm-type algorithm (D is short for
derivative; and Dm implies that the algorithm includes up to
the mth-order differential terms). Then, the counterpart results
in the discrete-time domain are presented. Moreover, effects
of the disturbance and the measurement noise are also taken
into account in this paper. Compared to the previous results,
the contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
1) The proposed algorithms can solve the containment prob-
lem with dynamic leaders in both the continuous-time
3domain and the discrete-time domain.
2) The follower can be described by any-order integral
dynamics.
3) There is no discontinuous “sign” function in the proposed
controllers, which avoids the “chattering” phenomenon.
4) Effects of the disturbance and the measurement noise are
taken into account.
It is noted that there are some recent results on the “PI”-
type consensus algorithms for MASs [32], [33]. This kind of
consensus algorithms has also been applied in the distributed
filter of distributed parameter systems [34]. Compared to [32],
[33], the distinguished features of this paper mainly lie in the
following five aspects:
1) The control objective of [32], [33] is to solve the lead-
erless consensus problem of multi-agent systems with
disturbances. The aim of this paper is to solve the
containment problem with dynamic leaders.
2) In [32], [33], the agent is described by the single-
integrator or double-integrator dynamics. In this paper,
the leaders move along the polynomial trajectories, and
the followers can be described by any-order integral
dynamics.
3) In [32], [33], the main role of the integral term is to
attenuate constant disturbances. In this paper, the main
purpose of employing the integral-terms is to eliminate
the containment error caused by the polynomial trajec-
tory.
4) The algorithms proposed in [32], [33] can only deal
with constant disturbances, while the ones proposed in
this paper can attenuate some kinds of time-varying
disturbances (polynomial-type disturbance).
5) In [32], [33], only results in the continuous-time domain
are presented. This paper studies the containment problem
of MASs in both the continuous-time domain and the
discrete-time domain.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II gives some preliminary results on the containment problem
with dynamic leaders; Section III presents a containment al-
gorithm and the related theoretical analysis in the continuous-
time domain, where the followers are described by the single-
integrator dynamics; Section IV discusses how to generalize
the obtained results to the case where the followers are
described by the high-order integral dynamics; counterpart
results in the discrete-time domain are presented in Section
V; Section VI concludes this paper with final remarks.
Notations: 1n = (1, · · · , 1)T ∈ Rn; 0n = (0, · · · , 0)T ∈ Rn;
In denotes the n × n dimensional identity matrix; 0m×n ∈
Rm×n denotes the m×n dimensional zero matrix; ⊗ denotes
the Kronecker product. N and N+ denote the set of natural
numbers and the set of positive natural numbers, respectively.
For a given vector p ∈ Rn and a set Ω ⊆ Rn, the distance
between p and Ω is defined as dis(p,Ω) = infy∈Ω ‖p−y‖2. For
a given matrix X , ‖X‖2 denotes its 2-norm; ‖X‖F denotes its
Frobenius norm; XT denotes its transpose; and XH denotes its
conjugate transpose. diag(·) denotes a block diagonal matrix
formed by its inputs. For a complex number c, <(c) denotes
its real part. For a given random variable or vector x, E(x)
denotes its mathematical expectation.
II. PRELIMINARIES & PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a MAS composed of M +N agents. Define two
setsM = {1, 2, · · · ,M} and N = {M +1,M +2, · · · ,M +
N}. Motivated by [15], [16], [18], [19], [22]–[24], [35], [36],
the interaction topology of the MAS is modeled by a weighted
digraph G = {VG , EG ,AG}, where VG = {v1, v2, · · · , vM+N},
EG ⊂ VG × VG = {ij |i, j ∈ M∪N} and AG = [αij ] ∈
R(M+N)×(M+N) are the node set, the directed edge set and
the adjacency matrix, respectively. Node vi denotes agent i;
ij ∈ EG means that there is an information flow from agent i
to agent j; αji denotes the weight associated with the directed
edge ij . The element of AG satisfies that αji > 0⇔ ij ∈ EG
and αji = 0 ⇔ ij /∈ EG . It is assumed that there is no self-
loop in VG (ii /∈ EG and αii = 0, i ∈ M∪N ). If ij ∈ EG ,
then agent i is called the parent of agent j. The neighborhood
of node vi is defined as Ni = {vj |ji ∈ EG}. The in-
degree of node vi is defined as degin(vi) =
∑
j∈Ni αij .
The Laplacian matrix of G is defined as LG = DG − AG ,
where DG = diag(degin(v1),degin(v2), · · · ,degin(vM+N )).
A directed path from node vi1 to node vin is a sequence
of end-to-end directed edge i1i2 , i2i3 , · · · , in−1in where
ijij+1 ∈ VG (j = 1, · · · , n− 1).
In this paper, an agent is called a leader if it has no parent;
otherwise it is called a follower. Without loss of generality,
it is assumed that the agents labeled from 1 to M are the
leaders while the agents labeled from M + 1 to M + N are
the followers. Hence the Laplacian matrix of the interaction
topology graph has the following form
LG =
[
0M×M 0M×N
L1 L2
]
, (3)
where L1 ∈ RN×M and L2 ∈ RN×N .
Throughout this paper, it is assumed that the following two
assumptions hold.
(A1) For each follower, there exists at least one leader that
has a directed path to this follower.
(A2) Each follower can only measure the relative positions
between itself and its neighbors.
Lemma 1 ( [30]). Under Assumption (A1),
• all eigenvalues of L2 defined in (3) have positive real
parts;
• each entry of −L−12 L1 is nonnegative and the row sum
of −L−12 L1 equals to one.
The control objective is to design the control algorithms
for the followers such that all followers are convergent into
the convex hull spanned by the leaders (containment problem)
while the leaders move along some predesigned trajectories.
To this end, how to describe the motions of the leaders and
followers should be given. Let us first consider the continuous-
time domain case. The position of agent i at time t is denoted
by xi(t) ∈ Rp (it is assumed that the agent moves in the
p-dimensional space). The ith leader’s motion is assumed to
move along the following nth-order polynomial trajectory
xi(t) = a
i
0 + a
i
1t+ · · ·+ aintn, i ∈M, (4)
4where aij ∈ Rp, j = 0, · · · , n. The reason of employing the
polynomial trajectory is that the robot’s trajectory is usually
planned by the polynomial interpolation. In this paper, we do
not care about the dynamics of the leaders. The leaders can be
considered as the reference signals. The motion of the (i−M)-
th follower (i ∈ N ) is described by the following first-order
differential equation
Dxi(t) = ui(t) + δi(t), (5)
where ui(t) ∈ Rp and xi(t) ∈ Rp. In (5), the symbol D
denotes the differential operator (namely Dxi(t) = x˙i(t) and
Dnx(t) = D(Dn−1x(t)) = x(n)(t)). And δi(t) = bi0 +b
i
1t+
· · · + birtr is the polynomial-type disturbance, where r ∈ N
and bij ∈ Rp (j = 0, · · · , r). The inversion of this differential
operator D is defined as D−1x(t) =
∫ t
0
x(s)ds. It is easy to
see that D(D−1x(t)) = x(t).
By the above terminologies, the containment problem can
be formally defined as follows.
Definition 1. The containment problem of MASs is solved
if all followers’ positions are convergent into the convex hull
spanned by the leaders’ positions. That is
lim
t→∞dis(xi(t), coL(t)) = 0, i ∈ N ,
where coL(t) = co{x1(t), · · · , xM (t)} =
{∑i∈M µixi(t)|∑i∈M µi = 1, µi ≥ 0} is the convex
hull spanned by the leaders’ positions at time t.
Definition 2. The containment error of MASs as time t is
defined as Er(t) =
∑
i∈N dis(xi(t), coL(t)).
It is easy to see that the containment problem of MASs is
solved if and only if limt→∞Er(t) = 0.
III. CONTAINMENT CONTROL OF MASS IN
CONTINUOUS-TIME DOMAIN
Let eji(t) = xj(t)−xi(t) denote the relative state between
agent j and agent i. The following containment controller is
proposed for the ith agent
ui(t) =
n∑
l=0
κlD
−l
∑
j∈M
αijeji(t) +
∑
j∈N
αijeji(t)
 , (6)
where {κl; l = 0, · · · , n} are parameters to be de-
termined. Because (6) includes the proportional term∑
j∈M∪N αijeji(t) and up to the nth-order integral terms
{D−l∑j∈M∪N αijeji(t), l = 1, · · · , n}, (6) is called PIn-
type algorithm. The main purpose of employing the integral
terms is to eliminate the containment error caused by the
polynomial trajectory.
Let ξi(t) = (xTi (t),Dx
T
i (t), · · · ,DnxiT (t))T . Then the ith
agent’s dynamical behavior can be described by the following
differential equation
Dξi(t) = (A⊗ Ip)ξi(t), i ∈M,
Dξi(t) = (A⊗ Ip)ξi(t) + (B ⊗ Ip)u¯i(t)
+Dnδi(t), i ∈ N ,
(7)
where u¯i(t) , Dnui(t) =
∑
j∈M∪N K(ξj(t) − ξi(t), K =
(κn, · · · , κ0), B = (0, · · · , 0, 1)T ∈ Rn+1, and
A =

0 1 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 1
0 0 · · · 0
 ∈ R(n+1)×(n+1).
Let ΞL(t) = (ξT1 (t), · · · , ξTM (t))T and ΞF (t) = (ξTM+1(t),
· · · , ξTM+N (t))T . Then the closed-loop dynamics of the MAS
can be rewritten in the following compact form
DΞL(t) = (IM ⊗A⊗ Ip)ΞL(t),
DΞF (t) =
(
IN ⊗A⊗ Ip − L2 ⊗BK ⊗ Ip
)
ΞF (t)
−(L1 ⊗BK ⊗ Ip)ΞL(t) + (IN ⊗B ⊗ Ip)∆(t), (8)
where ∆(t) = diag(DnδTM+1(t), · · · ,DnδTM+N (t)). This
leads to that
DΞˆF (t) = (IN ⊗A⊗ Ip − L2 ⊗BK ⊗ Ip)ΞˆF (t)
+ (IN ⊗B ⊗ Ip)∆(t), (9)
where ΞˆF (t) = ΞF (t)+(L−12 L1⊗I(n+1)p)ΞL(t). By Lemma
1 and Definition 1, if ΞˆF (t) is convergent to zero, then the
containment problem is solved.
Theorem 1. Assume all leaders move along polynomial
trajectories described by (4); and all followers have single-
integrator dynamics described by (5). Let P denote the positive
definite solution to the following matrix inequality
ATP + PA+ In+1 − PBBTP ≤ 0. (10)
If the order of the polynomial disturbance δi(t) in (5)
is not greater than n − 1 (namely, r ≤ n − 1),
then the containment problem of MASs can be solved by
(6) with K = εBTP where ε ≥ 0.5 max{1, σ−1min},
σmin ∈ (0, λmin), and λmin = min{<(λi)|λi (i =
1, · · · , N) is the minimum eigenvalue of L2}.
Proof: First, it is proved that (IN ⊗A−L2 ⊗BK)⊗ Ip
is a Hurwitz matrix. By Schur decomposition, there must exist
a transformation matrix Tc such that
Λc , TcL2T−1c =

λ1 ∗ · · · ∗
0 λ2 · · · ∗
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · λN
 ,
which leads to (IN ⊗ A − L2 ⊗ BK) = (Tc ⊗ In)(IN ⊗
A − Λc ⊗ BK)(T−1c ⊗ In). Hence, the diagonal elements of
IN ⊗A− Λc ⊗BK are A− λiBK (i = 1, · · · , N ).
By Lemma 1, all eigenvalues {λi; i = 1, · · · , N} have
positive real parts. Hence, (0, λmin) is not empty. It is easy
to see that ε<(λi) ≥ 0.5<(λi) max{1, σ−1min} ≥ 0.5. This
together with (10) leads to that
(A− λiBK)HP + P (A− λiBK)
=(A− ελiBBTP )HP + P (A− ελiBBTP )
=ATP + PA− 2ε<(λi)PBBTP
≤− In+1 + (1− 2ε<(λi))PBBTP < 0.
5By Lyapunov stability theory, A− λiBK (i = 1, · · · , N ) are
all Hurwitz matrices, which implies that (IN⊗A−L2⊗BK)⊗
Ip is a Hurwitz matrix.
Next, it is proved that ‖ΞˆF (t)‖2 is convergent to zero. Since
r ≤ n − 1, it is obtained that Dnδi(t) = 0p. Therefore, the
solution to (9) is ΞˆF (t) = e((IN⊗A−L2⊗BK)⊗Ip)tΞˆF (0). Since
(IN ⊗A−L2⊗BK)⊗ Ip is a Hurwitz matrix, it is obtained
lim
t→∞ ‖ΞˆF (t)‖2
≤ lim
t→∞ ‖e
((IN⊗A−L2⊗BK)⊗Ip)t‖2‖ΞˆF (0)‖2 = 0. (11)
IV. EXTENSIONS TO FOLLOWERS WITH HIGH-ORDER
INTEGRAL DYNAMICS
In Section III, the followers are described by the first-order
integral dynamics. However, due to the diversity of control
objects in practice, it is more interesting to study the follower
described by the high-order integral dynamics. In this section,
the dynamics of the (i−M)th follower (i ∈ N ) is described
by
Dmxi(t) = ui(t), (12)
where xi(t) ∈ Rp is the position vector of the (i − M)th
follower; and ui(t) ∈ Rp is the control input of the (i−M)th
follower.
Motivated by the PIn-type algorithm (6), we propose the
following containment algorithm
ui(t) =
lm−1∑
l=0
κlD
m−l−1 ∑
j∈M∪N
αijeji(t), (13)
where lm = max{m,n+ 1}.
Theorem 2. Assume all leaders move along their polynomial
trajectories described by (4); and all followers are described
by (12). Let P denote the positive definite solution to the
following matrix inequality
ETP + PE + Ilm − PFFTP ≤ 0,
where
E =

0 1 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 1
0 0 · · · 0
 ∈ Rlm×lm , and F =

0
...
0
1
 ∈ Rlm .
The containment problem of MASs can be solved by (13)
with K = (κlm−1, · · · , κ0) = εFTP , where ε is defined in
Theorem 1.
Proof: Let ξi(t) =
(
xTi (t), x
(1)
i
T
(t), · · · , x(lm−1)i
T
(t)
)T
,
ΞL(t) = (ξ
T
1 (t), · · · , ξTM (t)T )T , ΞF (t) =
(ξTM+1(t), · · · , ξTM+N (t))T and ΞˆF (t) = ΞF (t) +
(L−12 L1 ⊗ Ilmp)ΞL(t). Following the same procedure
of the proof of Theorem 1, it can be proved that there
must exist two positive constants M1 < ∞ and β1,
such that ‖e(IN⊗E⊗Ip−L2⊗FK⊗Ip)t‖2 ≤ M1e−β1t and
‖ΞˆF (t)‖2 ≤ M1e−β1t‖ΞˆF (0)‖2 → 0 (t → ∞). By Lemma
1, the algorithm defined by (13) solves the containment
problem.
Remark 1. It can be seen from (13) that besides the pro-
portional term
∑
j∈M∪N αijeji(t) and the integral terms{
D−l
∑
j∈M∪N αijeji(t), l = 1, 2, · · · , lm −m
}
, (13) also
includes the “differential terms”
{
Dl
∑
j∈M∪N αijeji(t), l =
1, 2, · · · ,m − 1}. Therefore, the proposed algorithm defined
by (13) is essentially a generalized “PID” algorithm (we can
call it the “PI lm−mDm−1”-type algorithm).
It is well known that the proportional term depends on the
present information; the integral term represents the accumula-
tion of past information; and the differential term is the future
information, which might be more expensive to be measured.
Hence the differential terms
{
Dl
∑
j∈M∪N αijeji(t), l =
1, 2, · · · ,m−1} in (13) might be difficult to obtain. Motivated
by [37], [38], one way to handle this challenge is to design the
state estimator for the (i −M)th follower agent to estimate
its own state {xi(t),Dxi(t), · · · ,Dm−1xi(t), i ∈ N}. Let
zi(t) = (z
T
i (t), · · · , zTim(t)T )T ∈ Rmp denote the estimated
state of the (i − M)th follower agent. Then the followers
exchange their estimated states with their neighbor agents
via the communication network G to obtain the differential
terms. Since the leaders are essentially the reference signals
(the polynomial trajectories defined by (4)), each leader should
know its current position and any-order derivatives of the cur-
rent position accurately. Therefore, there is no need to design
the estimators for leaders. The ith leader (i ∈ M) directly
sends its state zi(t) = (xi(t),DxTi (t), · · · ,Dm−1xTi (t))T to
the connected neighbors.
By the above discussion, the state estimator of the (i−M)th
follower (i ∈ N ) is designed as
Dzi(t) = (E¯ ⊗ Ip)zi(t) + (F¯ ⊗ Ip)ui(t) + (Ke ⊗ Ip)
×
M+N∑
j=1
αij
(
(G⊗ Ip)(zj(t)− zi(t))− eji(t)
)
, (14)
where Ke ∈ Rm, F¯ = (0, · · · , 0, 1)T ∈ Rm, G =
(1, 0, · · · , 0) ∈ R1×m and
E¯ =

0 1 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 1
0 0 · · · 0
 ∈ Rm×m.
Lemma 2. Let Ke = εPGT where ε is defined in Theorem 1
and P is the solution to the following matrix inequality
E¯P + PE¯T + Ilm − PGTGP ≤ 0.
Then there exist two positive constants M2 < ∞ and
β2 such that ‖Dlm−mZˆ(t)‖2 ≤ M2e−β2t, where Zˆ(t) =
(zˆTM+1(t), · · · , zˆTM+N (t))T , zˆi(t) = zi(t)− ζi(t) and ζi(t) =
(xTi (t),Dx
T
i (t), · · · ,Dm−1xTi (t))T .
Proof: From (12) and (14), it is obtained that
Dlm−m+1Zˆ(t) = (IN⊗E⊗Ip−L2⊗KeG⊗Ip)D(lm−m)Zˆ(t).
Following the same procedure of the proof of Theorem 1, it
can be easily proved that (IN ⊗ E ⊗ Ip − L2 ⊗ KeG ⊗ Ip)
6is a Hurwitz matrix. Therefore, there must exist two positive
constants M2 < ∞ and β2 such that ‖D(lm−m)Zˆ(t)‖2 =
‖e(IN⊗E⊗Ip−L2⊗KeG⊗Ip)t‖2‖Zˆ(lm−m)(0)‖2 ≤M2e−β2t.
Replacing Dleji(t) with (zjl(t)−zil(t)), l = 1, · · · ,m−1,
the containment algorithm (13) is modified as
ui(t) =
∑
j∈M∪N
αij
(
lm−1∑
l=m−1
κlD
m−l−1eji(t) ,
+
m−2∑
l=0
κl(zj(m−l)(t)− zi(m−l)(t))
)
. (15)
Theorem 3. Assume all leaders move along their polynomial
trajectories described by (4); and all followers are described
by high-order integral dynamics (12). The containment prob-
lem can be solved by (15) with K = (κlm−1, · · · , κ0) =
εFTP , where ε is defined in Theorem 1 and P is defined
in Theorem 2.
Proof: By applying the containment algorithm defined by
(15), it can be obtained that
DΞˆF (t) = R1ΞˆF (t)−R2D(lm−m)Zˆ(t), (16)
where ΞˆF (t) is defined in the proof of Theorem 2; R1 =
IN ⊗ E ⊗ Ip − L2 ⊗ FK ⊗ Ip; R2 = L2 ⊗ FK2 ⊗ Ip and
K2 = (0, κm−2, · · · , κ0).
The solution to (16) is ΞˆF (t) = eR1tΞˆF (0) +∫ t
0
eR1(t−τ)R2D(lm−m)Zˆ(τ)dτ , which together with Theorem
2 and Lemma 2 leads to
‖ΞˆF (t)‖2 ≤‖eR1t‖2‖ΞˆF (0)‖2
+
∫ t
0
‖eR1(t−τ)‖2‖R2‖2‖D(lm−m)Zˆ(τ)‖2dτ
≤Σ1(t) + Σ2(t),
where Σ1(t) = M1e−β1t‖ΞˆF [0]‖2 and Σ2(t) =
M1M2‖R2‖2
∫ t
0
e−β1(t−τ)e−β2τdτ . It is easy to see that
limt→∞Σ1(t) = 0 and
lim
t→∞Σ2(t) =M1M2‖R2‖2 limt→∞
e−β1t−e−β2t
β1−β2 = 0, if β2 6= β1
M1M2‖R2‖2 lim
t→∞ te
−β1t = 0, if β1 = β2
. (17)
Therefore, limt→∞ ‖ΞˆF (t)‖2 = 0. By Lemma 1, the contain-
ment problem is solved.
Remark 2. Since the leader sends its absolute position to the
connected followers, one may wonder whether these followers
can calculate their own absolute positions by their relative
positions with the leader and the leader’s absolute position.
However, this idea does not work because the follower can re-
ceive the position information not only from the leader (accu-
rate position) but also other followers (estimated positions, not
accurate). Due to the nature of distributed control of MASs,
the follower cannot distinct the leader from other neighbor
agents. Hence the follower can only randomly pick up one
agent in its neighborhood to calculate its absolute position. If
1
4
2
3
5
8 7
6
Fig. 2. The interaction topology of the MAS in the Simulation Example of
Section IV.
TABLE I
VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS aij IN (18).
agent 1 2 3 4
ai0
(
0
0
) (
2
5
) (−5
10
) (−10
0
)
ai1
(
0.23
3.43
) (
0.3
3.43
) (
0.2
3.43
) (
0.2
3.43
)
ai2
(
0.0095
−0.75
) (
0.0095
−0.075
) (
0.01
−0.075
) (
0.01
−0.075
)
ai3
(
0
0.0005
) (
0
0.0005
) (
0
0.0005
) (
0
0.0005
)
the selected agent is another follower, the calculated absolute
position is obviously inaccurate.
Next, a simulation example is provided to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
Simulation Example: Consider a MAS composed of eight
agents, whose communication topology is shown in Fig. 2. It
is easy to see that agents 1 to 4 are leaders and agents 5 to
8 are followers. The ith row and the jth column entry of the
adjacency matrix satisfies that αij = 1 if there is a directed
edge from agent j to agent i, otherwise αij = 0.
The ith leader’s move along the trajectory defined by the
following polynomial
xi(t) = a
i
0 + a
i
1t+ a
i
2t
2 + ai3t
3, (18)
where xi(t) ∈ R2 and the coefficients aij ∈ R2 are given
in TABLE I. The (i − 4)th follower (i = 5, 6, 7, 8) has the
third-order integral dynamics, i.e., x(3)i (t) = ui(t).
The control algorithm (15) is applied to solve this con-
tainment problem. By Theorem 2, the parameters in al-
gorithm (15) are set to be K = (κ3, κ2, κ1, κ0) =
(2, 6.1554, 8.4721, 6.1554). The simulation result is given
in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, all followers are convergent into
the convex hull spanned by the leaders and move along with
them. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is able to effectively
solve the containment problem with dynamic leaders.
V. EXTENSIONS TO MASS IN DISCRETE-TIME DOMAIN
In this subsection, the containment problem is studied in
the discrete-time domain. The ith leader is assumed to move
along the following polynomial trajectory
xi[k] = a
i
0 + a
i
1k + · · ·+ ainkn, (19)
where xi[k] ∈ Rp and aij ∈ Rp.
In this section, the symbolD denotes the difference operator
(namely, Dx[k] = x[k + 1] − x[k]). The inversion of the
difference operator D is defined as D−1x[k] =
∑k−1
i=0 x[k].
It is easy to see that D(D−1x[k]) = x[k].
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Fig. 3. Moving profiles of all agents in the Simulation Example of Section
IV.
A. Followers with Single-Integrator Dynamics
In this subsection, the (i − M)th follower (i ∈ N ) is
described by the following single-integrator dynamics
Dxi[k] = ui[k] + δi[k], (20)
where xi[k] ∈ Rp denotes the position of the (i − M)th
follower; ui[k] ∈ Rp is the control input, δi[k] = bi0 +
bi1k + · · · + birkr ∈ Rp is the polynomial disturbance, and
bij ∈ Rp (j = 0, · · · , r). Motivated by (6), the following
discrete-time PIn-type algorithm is proposed
ui[k] =
1
1 + di
n∑
l=0
κlD
−l
( ∑
j∈M
αijeji[k]
+
∑
j∈N
αijeji[k]
)
, (21)
where eji[k] = xj [k]− xi[k].
Let ξi[k] = (xTi [k],Dx
T
i [k], · · · ,DnxTi [k])T ,
ΞL[k] = (ξ
T
1 [k], · · · , ξTM [k])T and ΞF [k] = (ξTM+1[k],
· · · , ξTM+N [k])T . Substituting (21) into (20) obtains the
following closed-loop dynamics
DΞL[k] = (IM ⊗A⊗ Ip)ΞL[k],
DΞF [k] =
(
IN ⊗A⊗ Ip
−(IN +D)−1L2 ⊗BK ⊗ Ip
)
ΞF [k]
−((IN +D)−1L1 ⊗BK ⊗ Ip)ΞL[k]
+(IN ⊗B ⊗ Ip)∆[k],
(22)
where D = diag(dM+1, · · · , dM+N ), ∆[k] =
diag(DnδTM+1[k], · · · ,DnδTM+N [k]), K = (κn−1, · · · , κ0);
A and B are defined in (7). It follows from (22) that
ΞˆF [k + 1] = (IN ⊗ Aˆ⊗ Ip − Lˆ2 ⊗BK ⊗ Ip)ΞˆF [k]
+(IN ⊗B ⊗ Ip)∆[k], (23)
where ΞˆF [k] = ΞF [k] + (L−12 L1 ⊗ I(n+1)p)ΞL[k], Aˆ = A +
In+1 and Lˆ2 = (IN+D)−1L2. By Lemma 1, if every element
in ΞˆF [k] is convergent to zero, then the containment problem
is solved.
Theorem 4. Assume all leaders move along their polynomial
trajectories described by (19); and all followers are described
by the single-integrator dynamics (20). Let P denote the
positive definite solution to the following matrix inequality
P > AˆTPAˆ− (1− ε2)AˆTPB(BTPB)−1BTPAˆ, (24)
where ε ∈ (maxi∈{1,2,··· ,N} |1 − λˆi|, 1), and {λˆi; i =
1, · · · , N} are the eigenvalues of Lˆ2. If the order of the
polynomial disturbance δi[k] in (20) is not greater than n− 1
(namely, r ≤ n − 1), then the containment problem in the
discrete-time domain can be solved by the PIn-type algorithm
defined by (21) with K = (BTPB)−1BTPAˆ.
Proof: Since r ≤ n−1, it can be obtained that Dnδi[k] =
0p. This together with (23) leads to that
ΞˆF [k] = (IN ⊗ Aˆ⊗ Ip − Lˆ2 ⊗BK ⊗ Ip)kΞˆF [0].
By the Gerschgorin circle theorem and Lemma 1, all
eigenvalues of Lˆ2 are inside the open circle U(1, 1) ,
{a + bj|a, b ∈ R and (a − 1)2 + b2 < 1}. Therefore, the
set (maxi∈{1,2,··· ,N} |1−λi|, 1) is not empty. By Lemma 5 in
[39], we know that the matrix inequality (24) has a positive
definite solution P as long as |ε| < 1/∏i |λui (Aˆ)|, where
{λui } are the unstable eigenvalues of Aˆ. Since all unstable
eigenvalues of Aˆ are 1, (24) has a positive definite solution
P .
Next, it is proved all eigenvalues of Aˆ − λˆiBK are inside
the unit circle. From (24), it can be calculated that
(Aˆ− λˆiBK)HP (Aˆ− λˆiBK)− P
=(AˆTPAˆ− P )− (λˆi + ¯ˆλi − λˆi ¯ˆλi)AˆTPB(BTPB)−1BTPAˆ
<(1− δ2)AˆTPB(BTPB)−1BTPAˆ
−(1− (1− λˆi)(1− ¯ˆλi))AˆTPB(BTPB)−1BTPAˆ
=(|1− λˆi|2 − ε2)AˆTPB(BTPB)−1BTPAˆ ≤ 0.
By Lyapunov stability theory, all eigenvalues of Aˆ − λˆiBK
are inside the unit circle.
By Schur decomposition, there must exist a transformation
matrix T such that
Λ , T Lˆ2T−1 =

λ1 ∗ · · · ∗
0 λ2 · · · ∗
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · λN
 .
Hence,
IN ⊗ Aˆ⊗ Ip − Lˆ2 ⊗BK ⊗ Ip
= ((T−1 ⊗ In)(IN ⊗ Aˆ− Λ⊗BK)(T ⊗ In))⊗ Ip. (25)
The diagonal elements of IN ⊗ Aˆ−Λ⊗BK are Aˆ− λˆiBK
(i = 1, · · · , N ). Therefore, all eigenvalues of IN ⊗ Aˆ −
Λ ⊗ BK are inside the unit circle. Hence, there must exist
two positive constants M3 < ∞ and β3 ∈ (0, 1) such
that ‖(IN ⊗ Aˆ ⊗ Ip − Lˆ2 ⊗ BK ⊗ Ip)k‖2 ≤ M3βk3 and
‖ΞˆF [k]‖2 ≤M3βk3‖ΞF (0)‖2 → 0 (k →∞).
8In (21), the coefficient 1/(1 + di) is used to normalize the
Laplacian matrix. If we replace 1/(1 + di) with a uniform
constant µ, then the algorithm (21) is modified as
ui[k] = µ
n∑
l=0
κlD
−l
( ∑
j∈M
αijeji[k] +
∑
j∈N
αijeji[k]
)
. (26)
Let {λ1, · · · , λN} denote the eigenvalues of L2. Then by
Lemma 1, we know <(λi) > 0. Hence, there must exist a
positive constant µmin ∈ (0, 1) such that maxi |1−µminλi| <
1. Following the same procedure of Theorem 4, the following
corollary can be easily obtained.
Corollary 1. Let P denote the positive definite solution to the
following matrix inequality
P > AˆTPAˆ− (1− γ2)AˆTPB(BTPB)−1BTPAˆ, (27)
where γ ∈ (εmax, 1) and εmax = maxi{|1−µminλi|} < 1. The
containment problem of MASs in the discrete time domain can
be solved by the algorithm (26) with K = (BTPB)−1BTPAˆ
and µ = µmin.
Remark 3. Compared to the previous results [9], [15], [20],
[21], [28], [30], one distinguished feature of this paper is that
the proposed algorithms do not employ the “sign” function.
One limitation of the “sign” function is that it can cause the
harmful “chattering” phenomenon. Therefore, the proposed
algorithm can avoid the high-frequency control switches oc-
curred in the “chattering” phenomenon. Moreover, the “sign”
function can hardly be used in the discrete-time domain. The
current literature rarely discusses the containment problem
with dynamic leaders in the discrete-time domain, and this
paper gives a preliminary attempt.
B. Containment Control of MASs with Measurement Noises
In the above sections, it is assumed that all followers can
accurately measure the relative states between themselves and
their neighbors. However, the measurement noise is unavoid-
able in practice. In this subsection, it is assumed that the
relative state eji[k] is corrupted by the measurement noise
ρjiηji[k], where ρji = diag(ρji1, · · · , ρjip), ρijs < ∞ (s =
1, · · · , p) denotes the noise intensity; and ηij [k] ∈ Rp is
the standard white noise vector. Moreover, it is assumed that
{ηji[k]|j ∈M∪N ; i ∈ N} are mutually independent.
Denote e¯ji[k] = eji[k] + ρjiηji[k]. The containment PIn-
type algorithm (21) is modified as
ui[k] =
1
1 + di
n∑
l=0
κlD
−l
( ∑
j∈M
αij e¯ji[k]
+
∑
j∈N
αij e¯ji[k]
)
. (28)
The definition of the containment problem should also be
modified to take the noise effect into account.
Definition 3. The containment problem of MASs
with measurement noises is solved in the stochastic
sense if limt→∞ dis(E(xi[k]), coL[k]) = 0 and
E(dis(xi[k], coL[k]))
2 <∞, i ∈ N .
Theorem 5. Assume all leaders move along their polynomial
trajectories described by (19); and all followers are described
by the single-integrator dynamics (20). If the order of the
polynomial disturbance δi[k] in (20) is not greater than n− 1
(namely, r ≤ n − 1), then the containment algorithm (28)
with K = (BTPB)−1BTPAˆ (P is defined in Theorem 4)
can solve the containment problem of MASs with measurement
noises in the stochastic sense.
Proof: Since r ≤ n − 1, the closed-loop dynamics (23)
can be rewritten as
ΞˆF [k + 1] = (IN ⊗ Aˆ⊗ Ip − Lˆ2 ⊗BK ⊗ Ip)ΞˆF [k]
+ ((IN +D)
−1Γ⊗BK ⊗ Ip)V [k], (29)
where Γ = diag(ΓM+1, · · · ,ΓM+N ), V [k] =
(V TM+1[k], · · · , V TM+N [k])T , Γi = (αi1ρ1i, · · · ,
αi(M+N)ρ(M+N)i), Vi[k] = (νT1i[k], · · · , νT(M+N)i[k])T ,
and νji[k] = (ηji[k],Dηji[k], · · · ,Dnηji[k])T .
Let R3 = IN ⊗ Aˆ⊗ Ip − Lˆ2 ⊗BK ⊗ Ip and R4 = (IN +
D)−1Γ⊗BK ⊗ Ip. By (29), it is obtained that
ΞˆF [k] = R
k
3 ΞˆF [0] +
k−1∑
i=0
Rk−i−13 R4V [i]. (30)
From the proof of Theorem 4, we know that there exist
two finite positive constants M3 and β3 ∈ (0, 1) such that
‖Rk3‖F ≤ M3βk3 . Hence limk→∞Rk3 ΞˆF [0] = 0p(n+1)N .
By Lemma 6, we know that E(
∑k−1
i=0 R
k−i−1
3 R4V [i]) =∑k−1
i=0 R
k−i−1
3 R4E(V [i]) = 0p(n+1)N . Therefore,
lim
k→∞
E(ΞˆF [k]) = lim
k→∞
Rk3 ΞˆF [0] = 0p(n+1)N , (31)
which together with Lemma 1 leads to that
limt→∞ dis(E(xi[k]), coL[k]) = 0, i ∈ N .
Let Y1[k] = Rk3 ΞˆF [0] and Y2[k] =
∑k−1
i=0 R
k−i−1
3 R4V [i].
Since limk→∞ ‖Y1[k]‖2 = 0, there must exist a finite positive
constant Mˆ3 such that ‖Y1[k]‖2 < Mˆ3. By Lemma 5, we
know that ∀m ∈ {0, 1, 2 · · · , n}, there exists a finite positive
constant M¯3 such that ‖E(V [k]V T [k +m])‖F < M¯3.
And for ∀m ≥ n + 1, E(V [k]V T [k + m]) =
0N(M+N)(n+1)p×N(M+N)(n+1) holds. Therefore,
‖E(Y2[k]Y T2 [k])‖F
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥E
k−1∑
i=0
k−1∑
j=0
Rk−i−13 R4V [i]V
T [j]RT4 R
k−j−1
3
T
∥∥∥∥∥∥
F
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥E
k−1∑
i=0
min{k−1,i+n}∑
j=max{0,i−n}
Rk−i−13 R4V [i]V
T [j]RT4 R
k−j−1
3
T
∥∥∥∥∥∥
F
≤
k−1∑
i=0
i+n∑
j=i−n
‖Rk−i−13 ‖F ‖R4‖2F ‖E(V [i]V T [j])‖F ‖Rk−j−13 ‖F
≤M23 M¯3‖R4‖2F
k−1∑
i=0
i+n∑
j=i−n
β2k−i−j−23
= M23 M¯3‖R4‖2F
(1− β2k3 )(1− β2n+13 )
βn3 (1− β3)(1− β23)
<∞,
9which leads to that E‖Y2[k]‖22 ≤ ‖E(Y2[k]Y T2 [k])‖2F < ∞.
Therefore,
E‖ΞˆF [k]‖22 ≤ 2E‖Y1[k]‖22 + 2E‖Y1[k]‖22 <∞,
which together with Lemma 1 leads to that
E(dis(xi[k], coL[k]))
2 <∞, i ∈ N .
C. Followers with High-Order Integral Dynamics
In this subsection, the dynamics of the (i−M)th follower
(i ∈ N ) is described by the following high-order difference
equation
Dmxi[k] = ui[k], (32)
where xi[k] ∈ Rp is the position vector of the (i − M)th
follower; and ui[k] ∈ Rp is the control input.
Motivated by the algorithm (13), the following
PI lm−mDm−1-type containment algorithm is proposed
ui[k] =
1
1 + di
lm−1∑
l=0
κlD
m−l−1
( ∑
j∈M
αijeji[k]
+
∑
j∈N
αijeji[k]
)
, (33)
where lm = max{n+ 1,m}.
Theorem 6. Assume all leaders move along their polynomial
trajectories described by (19); and all followers are described
by the high-order integral dynamics (32). Let P denote the
positive definite solution to the following matrix inequality
P > EˆTPEˆ − (1− ε2)EˆTPF (FTPF )−1FTPEˆ,
where ε ∈ (maxi∈{1,2,··· ,N} |1 − λˆi|, 1), Eˆ = Ilm + E, E
and F are defined in Theorem 2. The containment prob-
lem can be solved by (33) with K = (κlm−1, · · · , κ0) =
(FTPF )−1FTPEˆ.
Proof: Let ξi[k] = (xTi [k],Dx
T
i [k], · · · ,
Dlm−1xTi [k])
T , ΞL[k] = (ξT1 [k], · · · , ξTM [k])T ,
ΞF [k] = (ξ
T
M+1[k], · · · , ξTM+N [k])T and Ξˆ[k] =
ΞF [k] + (L
−1
2 L1 ⊗ Ilmp)ΞL[k]. Following the same
procedure of the proof of Theorem 4, it can proved that
there exist two positive constants M4 < ∞ and β4 ∈ (0, 1)
such that ‖(IN ⊗ Eˆ − Lˆ2 ⊗ FK)k‖2 ≤ M4βk4 and
limk→∞ ‖Ξˆ[k]‖2 ≤ limk→∞M4βk4‖Ξˆ[0]‖2 = 0.
If {Deji[k], · · · ,Dm−1eji[k]} in (33) are not available
for the algorithm design, motivated by (14), the following
estimator is designed to estimate the (i − M)th follower’s
position and the position’s differences up to the (m − 1)th-
order, i ∈ N .
Dzi[k] = (E¯ ⊗ Ip)zi[k] + (F¯ ⊗ Ip)ui[k] + (Ke ⊗ Ip)
1 + di
×
M+N∑
j=1
αij
(
(G⊗ Ip)(zj [k]− zi[k])− eji[k]
)
, (34)
where zi[k] = (zTi1[k], · · · , zTim[k]T )T ; Ke, E¯, F¯ and G are
defined in (14).
Lemma 3. Let Ke = E˜PGT (GPGT )−1 where P is the
positive definite solution to the following matrix inequality
P > E˜PE˜T − (1− ε2)E˜PGT (GPGT )−1GPE˜T ,
where ε ∈ (maxi∈{1,2,··· ,N} |1 − λˆi|, 1) and E˜ = Im + E¯.
Then there exist two positive constants M5 < ∞ and
β5 ∈ (0, 1) such that ‖Dlm−mZˆ[k]‖2 ≤ M5βk5 , where
Zˆ[k] = (zˆTM+1[k], · · · , zˆTM+N [k])T , zˆi[k] = zi[k] − ζi[k] and
ζi[k] = (x
T
i [k],Dx
T
i [k], · · · ,Dm−1xTi [k])T .
Proof: From (32) and (34), it can be obtained that
Zˆ[k + 1] = ((IN ⊗ E˜ − L2 ⊗KeG)⊗ Ip)Zˆ[k],
which implies that
Dlm−mZˆ[k+ 1] = ((IN ⊗ E˜−L2⊗KeG)⊗ Ip)Dlm−mZˆ[k].
Following the same procedure of the proof of Theorem 4, it
can be easily proved that all eigenvalues of IN ⊗ E˜ ⊗ Ip −
L2 ⊗KeG ⊗ Ip are inside the unit circle. Hence, there exist
two positive constants M5 < ∞ and β5 ∈ (0, 1) such that
‖Dlm−mZˆ[k]‖2 ≤ ‖(IN ⊗ E˜−L2⊗KeG)k‖2‖Dlm−mZˆ[0]‖2
≤M5βk5 .
Replacing Dleji[k] with zjl[k]− zil[k] (l = 1, · · · ,m− 1)
in (33) obtains the following modified containment algorithm:
ui[k] =
1
1 + di
∑
j∈M∪N
αij
(
lm−1∑
l=m−1
κlD
m−l−1eji[k] ,
+
m−2∑
l=0
κm−l−1(zj(m−l)[k]− zi(m−l)[k])
)
. (35)
Theorem 7. Assume all leaders move along their poly-
nomial trajectories described by (19); and all followers
are described by the high-order-integral dynamics (32). The
containment problem of MASs can be solved by (35) with
K = (κlm−1, · · · , κ0) = (FTPF )−1FTPEˆ, where P is the
solution to the following matrix inequality
P > EˆTPEˆ − (1− ε2)EˆTPF (FTPF )−1FTPEˆ,
where ε ∈ (maxi∈{1,2,··· ,N} |1− λˆi|, 1).
Proof: By applying the containment algorithm defined by
(15), the closed-loop dynamics of the MAS can be rewritten
in the following compact form
DΞL[k] = (IM ⊗ E ⊗ Ip)ΞL[k],
DΞF [k] = (IN ⊗ E ⊗ Ip − Lˆ2 ⊗ FK ⊗ Ip)ΞF [k]
−((IN +D)−1L1 ⊗ FK ⊗ Ip)ΞL[k]
−(Lˆ2 ⊗ FK2 ⊗ Ip)Dlm−mZˆ[k],
(36)
where K2 = (0, κm−2, · · · , κ0); ΞL[k] and ΞF [k] are defined
in Theorem 6. Let ΞˆF [k] = ΞF [k] + (L−12 L1 ⊗ Ilmp)ΞL[k].
Then it is derived from (36) that
ΞˆF [k + 1] = R5ΞˆF [k]−R6Dlm−mZˆ[k], (37)
where R5 = IN ⊗ Eˆ ⊗ Ip − Lˆ2 ⊗ FK ⊗ Ip and R6 = Lˆ2 ⊗
FK2 ⊗ Ip.
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It follows from (37) that ΞˆF [k] = Rk5ΞF [0] +∑k−1
l=0 R
k−l−1
5 R6D
lm−mZˆ[l]. This together with the proof of
Theorem 6 and Lemma 3 implies that
‖ΞˆF [k]‖2 ≤
k−1∑
l=0
‖Rk−l−15 ‖2‖R6‖2‖Dlm−mZˆ[l]‖2
+ ‖Rk5‖2‖ΞF [0]‖2 ≤ Σ1[k] + Σ2[k], (38)
where Σ1[k] = M4βk4‖ΞF [0]‖2 and Σ2[k] =
M4M5‖R6‖2
∑k−1
l=0 β
k−l−1
4 β
l
5. It is calculated that
limk→∞ Σ1[k] = 0 and
lim
k→∞
Σ2[k] =
M4M5‖R6‖2 limk→∞
βk5−βk4
β5−β4 = 0, if β4 6= β5
M4M5‖R6‖2 lim
k→∞
kβk−14 = 0, if β4 = β5
.
Hence, limk→∞ ‖ΞˆF [k]‖2 = 0. By Lemma 1, the containment
problem is solved.
D. Applications: Coordinated Control of a Group of Mobile
Robots
In order to demonstrate the practical value of the proposed
algorithm, this section provides an application example: the
coordinated control of a group of mobile robots.
Consider the scenario shown in Fig. 1, where a group of
mobile robots are required to move across a partially unknown
area through a narrow safe tunnel. There are three master
robots and three slave robots. As claimed in Introduction
Section, the master robots are capable of self-navigation;
and the slave robots can measure the relative positions with
neighbor robots.
Each robot is a differential drive mobile robot. The
schematic diagram of the ith mobile robot is given in Fig. 4.
The coordinate of the center point between two driving wheels
is denoted by (xi, yi). The coordinate of the center of the ith
mobile robot is denoted by (xci , y
c
i ). The ith mobile robot’s
kinematics is described by
x˙i(t) = vi(t) cos(θi)
y˙i(t) = vi(t) sin(θi)
θ˙i(t) = ωi(t)
, (39)
where θi is the orientation of the ith mobile robot with respect
to the horizontal axis; vi and ωi are the linear velocity and
the angular velocity of the ith robot, respectively.
Unfortunately, the proposed algorithm cannot be directly
applied to this kind of mobile robots due to its nonlinear
kinematics. To deal with this challenge, we reformulate (39)
at the point (xci , y
c
i ) by the feedback linearization [40]:
ϕ˙i(t) = ui(t),
where ϕi(t) = (xci (t), y
c
i (t))
T , ui(t) = (uxi (t), u
y
i (t)),
uxi (t) = vi(t) cos(θi) − dωi(t) sin(θi) and uyi (t) =
vi(t) sin(θi) + dωi(t) cos(θi). In the rest of this paper, the
mobile robot is simply denoted by the coordination of its
center point (e.g. the ith robot is denoted by ϕi(t)).
Passive wheel
The center point between 
two driving wheels
The center point of the 
mobile robot
θi
(x
c i
yc i ),
(xi, yi)
Driving wheels
d
Fig. 4. The schematic diagram of the ith nonholonomic mobile robot.
TABLE II
THE COORDINATE VALUES OF ALL REFRENCE POINTS.
`````````Time (k)
Leader 1 2 3
0 (0, 25) (20,−5) (−10,−20)
30 (110, 8) (130,−15) (100,−35)
60 (200, 50) (230, 35) (210, 0)
90 (300, 120) (335, 100) (315, 70)
120 (405, 155) (440, 130) (410, 110)
150 (475, 150) (510, 130) (480, 110)
Remark 4. According to the above analysis, the control inputs
of the ith mobile robot are vi(t) and wi(t), which can be easily
obtained from ui(t) by using the following transformation(
vi(t)
ωi(t)
)
=
(
cos(θi) sin(θi)
− 1d sin(θi) 1d cos(θi)
)
ui(t).
Due to the wide use of digital devices, it is assumed that
only the sampled data at each sampling instant is available.
Assume that the sampling period is T = 1. For any signal
s(t), the sampled data s(kT ) at the kth sampling instance is
denoted by s[k]. By adopting the zero-order holder strategy,
the ith robot’s behavior is described by the following discrete-
time difference equation
ϕi[k + 1] = ϕi[k] + ui[k]. (40)
Moreover, in this application, it is assumed that the robot’s
dynamics (40) is disturbed by the polynomial disturbance
δi[k] = 12⊗(1+0.2k−0.01k2 +0.001k3). The corresponding
dynamics of the ith robot can therefore be written as
ϕi[k + 1] = ϕi[k] + ui[k] + δi[k].
The task shown in Fig. 1 can be accomplished by adopting
the control strategy introduced in Introduction Section. For
each master robot, we select six reference points inside the safe
tunnel. The coordinates of these reference points are shown
in Table II. By the polynomial interpolation, we can obtain
the reference trajectory which goes though these points. The
trajectory of the ith master robot is
ϕi[k] = a
i
5k
5 + ai4k
4 + ai3k
3 + ai2k
2 + ai1k + a
i
0. (41)
The coefficients aij in (41) are given in Table III. Because the
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TABLE III
VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS aij IN (41).
Leader 1 2 3
ai0
(
0
25
) (
20.00
−5.000
) (−10.00
−20.00
)
ai1
(
4.625
−1.028
) (
4.100
−1.392
) (
3.544
−0.3833
)
ai2 × 102
( −4.560
−0.7963
) (−1.944
2.801
) (
0.7407
−3.796
)
ai3 × 104
(
5.092
10.77
) (
1.698
4.167
) (−1.389
15.05
)
ai4 × 106
(
1.800
−10.91
) (
0
−6.430
) (
1.029
−1.337
)
ai5 × 108
(
0
3.086
) (−0.3429
2.058
) (−0.3429
3.601
)
2
31 4
5
6
Fig. 5. Interaction topology: nodes 1, 2 and 3 denote master robots; nodes
4, 5 and 6 denote slave robots.
master robots are capable of self-navigation, the master robots
can autonomously move along their reference trajectories.
The communication topology of the multi-robot system is
shown in Fig. 5. If there is a directed edge from node j to
node i, then the ith robot can measure the relative position
eji[k] between itself and robot j. By Section V-B, the control
input of the (i− 3)th slave robot (i = 4, 5, 6) is designed as:
ui[k] =
1
(1 + di)
5∑
l=0
κlD
−l
6∑
j=1
αij(eji[k] + ρjiηji[k]), (42)
where ρjiηji[k] is the measurement noise; αij = 1 if there is
a directed edge from robot j to robot i, otherwise αij = 0.
By Theorem 4, the parameters (k6, k5, · · · , k0) are set to be
(1.806, 0.4769, 0.0786, 0.0085, 5.660× 10−4, 1.826× 10−5).
In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm (42),
a simulation is carried out. The simulation results are shown
in Fig. 6. Despite of the existence of the disturbance and the
measurement noise, all slave robots are convergent into the
convex hull spanned by the master robots and move along
with them.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A PIn-type containment algorithm is proposed for solving
the containment problem of MASs in both the continuous-time
domain and the discrete-time domain. Leaders in the MAS
are assumed to be the polynomial trajectories. Followers are
described by the single-integrator dynamics and the high-order
integral dynamics. It is proved that the proposed algorithm can
solve the containment problem if for each follower, there is
at least one leader which has a directed path to this follower.
Compared to the previous results, (1) the containment problem
is studied not only in the continuous-time domain but also
in the discrete-time domain; (2) the proposed algorithm can
‘
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
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Fig. 6. Moving profiles of all robots.
solve the containment problem with dynamic leaders even
if followers are described by the single-integrator dynamics;
(3) there is no non-smooth “sign” function in the proposed
algorithm; and (4) effects of both the disturbance and the mea-
surement noise are taken into account. A potential application,
the containment control of networked multiple mobile robots,
is presented to demonstrate the practical value of the proposed
algorithm.
APPENDIX A
Lemma 4. For any sequence of numbers {x[k]|k =
0, 1, 2, · · · }, the following formula holds
Dnx[k] =
n∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
n
i
)
x[k + n− i], n = 1, 2, · · · . (43)
Proof: If n = 1, the correctness of (43) can be easily
verified. Assume when n = m, (43) is correct. It can be
calculated that
Dm+1x[k] = D(Dmx[k]) = D
m∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
m
i
)
x[k +m− i]
=
m∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
m
i
)
(x[k +m− i+ 1]− x[k +m− i])
=
m∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
m
i
)
x[k +m− i+ 1]
+
m+1∑
i=1
(−1)i
(
m
i− 1
)
x[k +m− i+ 1]
=
m∑
i=1
(−1)i+1
((
m
i
)
+
(
m
i− 1
))
x[k +m− i+ 1]
+ x[k +m+ 1] + (−1)m+1x[k]
=
m∑
i=1
(−1)i+1
(
m+ 1
i
)
x[k +m− i+ 1]
+ x[k +m+ 1] + (−1)m+1x[k]
=
m+1∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
m+ 1
i
)
x[k +m+ 1− i].
By the mathematical induction, it is proved that (43) holds.
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Lemma 5. Define a random vector ν[k] =
(η[k],Dη[k], · · · ,Dnη[k])T , where η[k] is the standard
white noise. For ∀m ∈ {0, 1, 2 · · · , n}, there exists a finite
positive constant G such that
‖E(ν[k]νT [k +m])‖F < G.
For ∀m ≥ n+ 1, the following equation holds
E(ν[k]νT [k +m]) = 0(n+1)×(n+1).
Proof: The ith row and the jth column entry of
ν[k]νT [k + m] is Di−1η[k]Dj−1η[k + m]. By Lemma 4, we
know Di−1η[k]Dj−1η[k + m] is a linear combination of the
following terms
η[k + i− 1− s]η[k +m+ j − 1− t],
where s ∈ {0, 1, · · · , i− 1} and t ∈ {0, 1, · · · , j − 1}.
If m ∈ {0, 1, 2 · · · , n− 1}, then ∀s ∈ {0, 1, · · · , i− 1} and
∀t ∈ {0, 1, · · · , j − 1},
|E(η[k + i− 1− s]η[k +m+ j − 1− t])|2 ={
0, m+ j − i+ s− t 6= 0
1, m+ j − i+ s− t = 0 .
Hence, there must exist a finite positive constant G1 such that
|E(Di−1η[k]Dj−1η[k +m])|2 < G1,
which follows that
‖E(ν[k]νT [k +m])‖F <
√
(n+ 1)2G21 = (n+ 1)G1.
Let G = (n+ 1)G1 <∞. Then ‖E(ν[k]νT [k +m])‖2 < G.
If m ≥ n+ 1, then k+m+ j − 1− t ≥ k+n+ 1 + j −
1−(j−1) = k+n+1 and k+ i−1−s ≤ k+n+1−1−0 =
k + n. Hence, E(η[k + i− 1− s]η[k +m+ j − 1− t]) = 0,
which leads to that E(Di−1η[k]Dj−1η[k+m]) = 0. Therefore
E(ν[k]νT [k +m]) = 0(n+1)×(n+1).
Lemma 6. The standard white noise η[k] has the following
property:
E(Dlη[k]) = 0, l = 0, 1, 2, · · · . (44)
Proof: It is easy to see E(D0η[k]) = E(η[k]) = 0.
Assume that E(Djη[k]) = 0. Then it can be obtained that
E(Dj+1η[k]) = E(Djη[k + 1]−Djη[k])
= E(Djη[k + 1])− E(Djη[k]) = 0.
By the mathematic induction, it is proved that E(Dlη[k]) =
0, l = 0, 1, 2, · · · .
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